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1.  Introduction

As the Internet of Things (IoT) and AI increasingly 
advance, factory production control systems are mov-
ing to incorporate these cutting-edge technologies into 
supply chain management (SCM) and manufactur-
ing execution systems (MES) to quickly and optimally 
meet the diverse needs of customers.  It is necessary 
to produce high value-added and high-quality products 
with quick delivery, high efficiency, low costs, energy 
savings and resource savings.  The application soft-
ware (control software) that controls these production 
sites has become more sophisticated and its engineer-
ing work has become more complex.

On the other hand, in Japan, in terms of planning, 
designing, manufacturing and testing these systems, 
many of the experienced high-level engineers who were 
involved in the construction of new plants during the 
high-growth period have reached their retirement age, 
and those who were hired to replace them are still in-
experienced.  Outside of Japan, turnover is high and 
the majority of engineers are young and inexperienced.  
Therefore, modern engineering support tools need to 
be designed in such a way that enables inexperienced 
engineers to easily design advanced and high-quality 
control software, while achieving high efficiency and 
meeting short delivery times.

In this paper, we describe the concept, features 
and functions of our HEART (high efficient advanced 
engineering tool) as an engineering support tool that 
has attracted the attention of end users and engineer-
ing companies as an engineering environment that 
satisfies these requirements.  In particular, we will 
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introduce an example of how HEART is being used at 
Megmilk Snow Brand Co., Ltd.

2.  Concept

HEART is an engineering support tool that evolves 
to meet the requirements of customers.  The product 
concept is as follows:

(a)  To make engineering easier
(b)  To achieve high efficiency in engineering
(c)  To facilitate the development of high-quality 

software

3.  Features

HEART provides engineers with an easy engineer-
ing and maintenance environment via the following 
features:

 *   Power Electronics Systems Energy Business Group, Fuji 
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⁑	Megmilk Snow Brand Co.,Ltd.
Fig.1    Example of specification description via customer ex-

pression
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(1)  Engineering based on customer expressions (speci-
fi cation expressions)

HEART can perform engineering using content de-
scribed in control function specifi cations, such as those 
related to instrumentation fl ow and operation fl ow, 
rather than the ladder diagrams and function block 
diagrams used in conventional controller program 
loaders or the proprietary expression formats and defi -
nition objects of manufacturers.  This allows the con-
trol software to be expressed in an easy-to-understand 
manner and makes it easy to use even for engineers 
unfamiliar with program loaders (see Fig. 1).
(2) Automatic creation of control software from con-

trol function specifi cations (automatic design)
HEART can automatically convert control function 

specifi cations created in Excel*1 and Visio*2 into con-
trol software, thus reducing the conventional six-phase 
engineering process to three phases (see Fig. 2).  This 
reduces overall engineering lead times and enables 
high-effi ciency, high-quality engineering.
(3)      Engineering with general-purpose software (OA 

software)
HEART can perform engineering using Microsoft’s 

Excel and Visio, which are general-purpose integrated 
offi ce automation software applications.  In addition to 
the editing functions of HEART, the excellent editing 
functions of Excel and Visio can also be used, making 
engineering more effi cient than it was with proprietary 
and dedicated engineering support tools.  Moreover, 
the use of familiar general-purpose software reduces 

the workload on engineers at the time of deployment.  
Furthermore, HEART comes with various symbols nec-
essary for writing control function specifi cations and 
provides an easy engineering environment that sup-
ports simple operations such as drag and drop.
(4)   Engineering not dependent on the target control-

ler
HEART supports a wide range of controllers from 

old and new programmable logic controllers (PLCs) to 
distributed control system (DCS) controllers.  As a re-
sult, it can automatically convert a single control func-
tion specifi cations into those for various controllers.  
This is very useful during migration when replacing 
existing equipment (see Fig. 3).

*1:   Excel is a trademark or registered trademark of Microsoft 
Corporation

*2:   Visio is a trademark or registered trademark of Microsoft 
Corporation
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Fig.3  Engineering not dependent on the target controller
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(5)      High-quality control software (control function 
specifications = control software)

Control function specifications can be automati-
cally converted into control software, allowing engi-
neers to prevent the risk of human errors that has con-
ventionally existed when manually developing control 
software from the control function specifications.  This 
also eliminates the risk of only modifying the control 
software and forgetting to modify the control function 
specifications during testing, and the control function 
specifications and the control software can be main-
tained in the same state (see Fig. 2).
(6)  Design and testing support functions

Using Excel tables, these functions facilitate engi-
neers’ demanding work to create such control processes 
as a sequence halt at the time of an troublesome error, 
forced termination, jump to a specified step, and out-
put status settings at the time of an error (all outputs 
OFF, all outputs ON, no processing, individual output 
statuses specified).

Each station has a centralized list of signal labels 
and comments.  Various signals can be dragged and 
dropped from the list into the control function specifi-
cations in Excel or Visio at the time of the design.  This 
way of working is easier and more efficient than man-
ual inputting, and it also prevent errors in entering 
different labels and comments for locations of use, even 
when they have the same signal.

When there are dozens or hundreds of control func-
tion specifications, it takes a tremendous amount of 
time and effort to manually define the destinations and 
sources of each signal.  However, HEART can automat-
ically create reference relationships between signals on 
the control function specifications in the same manner 
as the features used in control software.  When printed 
on paper, this relationships can be confirmed through 
the descriptions of destination and source pages of 
each signal and its position on the page.  In addition, it 
automatically switches PC screens displaying relevant 
locations on pages that use the same signal, allowing 
engineers to quickly investigate troubles encountered 
during design, testing or after delivery.
(7)  Online monitor and monitoring of equipment oper-

ating conditions
The online monitor features that the execution 

state of the control software running on the controller 
can be monitored through numerical values and color 
change displayed on the control function specifications.  
Engineers conventionally perform debugging by moni-
toring control software through a support tool dedi-
cated to the relevant controller while comparing it with 
the control function specifications.  However, there is 
now no need to compare them and they can be checked 
immediately since the control function specifications 
themselves are monitored.

Moreover, if any trouble occurs during operation, 
the relevant HEART sheet can be called up on the 
operator station and monitored to easily identify the 

problem area.
(8)  Adoption of the international standard (IEC) open 

languages
Control software automatically converted by the 

HEART system uses the language in conformity with 
the international standard (IEC 61131-3), thereby en-
suring openness.

4.  Functions

4.1  Existing functions
HEART comes with three tools that can be used ac-

cording to the user’s need: “HEART-BELIEVE,” which 
runs on Visio, and “HEART-ESPER” and “HEART- 
SELECT,” which run on Excel.

Each tool runs on general-purpose OA software, 
and since the files they create are in Excel and Visio 
file formats, they can include balloon comments, im-
ages such as photos and illustrations, and graphs de-
pending on how the control function specifications need 
to be supplemented.  This makes it possible to create 
easy-to-understand control function specifications.
(1)  Instrumentation loop

HEART-BELIEVE can be used to engineer instru-
mentation loops such as those for PID controllers, indi-
cation alarms and integrating meters (see Fig. 4).
(2) Interlock block diagram (IBD)

HEART-BELIEVE can be used to engineer IBDs 
(see Fig. 5).
(3) Sequential function chart (SFC)

HEART-ESPER can be used to create the flow of 
SFC steps, step-by-step outputs, and the transition 
condition logic required to advance through the steps.

HEART-ESPER alone can create SFC sequences.  
When used in conjunction with HEART-SELECT, it 
can define the flow of steps using SFC and, addition-
ally, the output at each step using a timing chart de-
scribed below (see Fig. 6).
(4)  Timing chart

HEART-SELECT can be used to easily specify the 
timing chart, output per step, and interlock condition 
settings for each output, as well as to specify pause for 

Fig.4  Example of instrumentation loop creation
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the purposes.

5.  Application Example

5.1  Use of HEART at Megmilk Snow Brand’s manufactur-
ing site
Operation flow specification expressions have been 

adopted for Megmilk Snow Brand, which we will intro-
duce in this section.  The HEART Series has been used 
since 2003, and its functions have been continuously 
enhanced in line with the instrumentation and control 
specifications of Megmilk Snow Brand.  As part of the 
construction of a new butter building at the Isobunnai 
Plant of Megmilk Snow Brand, we adopted the new 
operation-plan flow specifications in order to further 
enhance functionality.  We will now introduce it as an 
application example.

5.2  Control flow of operating procedure
(1)  Outline of plant and equipment

The Isobunnai Plant of Megmilk Snow Brand 
started operations in 1960 and is the main plant for 
the production of butter and fresh cream.  In view of 
the significant operational constraints on the facilities 
due to the aging, expansion and renovation of the ex-
isting manufacturing building, the company is moving 
forward with a plan to maintain and strengthen its 
production functions into the future by renewing all 
of its facilities, reducing the number of workers on the 
new manufacturing line and increasing production ef-
ficiency through automation of facilities.
(2)  System configuration

The “MICREX-VieW XX (Double X)” is used as 
DCS and the system configuration is as follows:

(a)  “XDS-3000” database station 2 units
(b)  “XOS-3000” operator station 4 units
(c)  Tablet terminal 4 units
(d)  “XCS-3000” main control controller 3 units
(e)  “Micrex-Jupiter” I/O processing PLC 14 units
(f)  “XES-3000” engineering station 2 units

(3)  Aim of deployment
Due to changes in the social context, such as a 

shrinking workforce and the promotion of work style 

a sequence, forced termination and jumping to a speci-
fied step using a table (see Fig. 7).  The interlock table 
can also be used to easily set the state of each output 
when it is paused or terminated, such as whether all 
of them should be OFF, whether all of them should be 
ON, whether all of them should be kept in their pres-
ent state or whether they should be specified for each 
output.

4.2  New functions
In response to the increasing demand from custom-

ers and engineers in various fields for control function 
specification expressions in the control flow of plant 
operating procedures, we have recently developed 
operating-procedure flow specification expressions for 
HEART-BELIEVE (see Fig. 8).  In addition to conven-
tional specification expressions, this will help perform 
engineering with the expression that is more suited to 

Fig.6  Example of SFC creation

Fig.7  Example of timing chart creation

Fig.8  Example of operating-procedure flow creationFig.5  Example of IBD creation
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its operating procedure.  In addition, because the con-
trol software is automatically created from the control 
function specifications, the tool helps to shorten deliv-
ery times, while improving debugging efficiency and 
reducing human errors.  Moreover, since the control 
software can be easily created using conventionally fa-
miliar expressions, it enables information to be shared 
smoothly within the company and can be used to train 
engineers.
(5)  Outlook

The new functionality has been used to enhance 
operating procedure expressions and control software 
creation, and this has significantly improved engineer-
ing efficiency.  Further advancements can be expected 
in the future, such as features that improve visibility 
and operability, as well as functions that are effective 
in overall structural design.  In addition, we believe 
that the engineering departments of both companies 
will be able to sustainably grow as Fuji Electric ac-
quires more control expertise unique to dairy manufac-
turers.

6.  Postscript

In this paper, we introduced HEART, our engineer-
ing support tool for shortening design periods and im-
proving the quality of monitoring and control systems.  
In the future, we will continue to respond quickly to 
the demands of the times and the needs of users, while 
constantly enhancing our engineering support tools so 
that they can enable even inexperienced engineers to 
easily design advanced, high-quality control software 
with high efficiency and short delivery times in order 
to provide optimal value.

reforms, resources dedicated to instrumentation and 
control engineering need to achieve better efficiency.  
In addition, even if it were possible to secure the nec-
essary personnel, it would still be difficult to pass on 
skills due to the younger age of plant employees and 
the increasing percentage of non-permanent employ-
ees.  In order to respond to these changes in the labor 
environment, Megmilk Snow Brand organaized the 
structure where its staff engineered the manufacturing 
process control that require manufacturing expertise, 
causing core technologie to be reflected to engineering 
and inherited.  At the same time, Fuji Electric engi-
neered process control (cleaning, etc.), which are com-
mon to all of Megmilk Snow Brand’s plants.  This is 
because it is necessary to take into account horizontal 
deployment and achieve high efficiency.  Two compa-
nies are working together to create control function 
specifications, test them and perform commissioning, 
either of them can thus perform maintenance work 
and modification after the new line comes online.  As 
a result, the user, Megmilk Snow Brand, can select 
whether each work should be done by itself, delegated 
to Fuji Electric, or share with two companies, depend-
ing on the circumstances.
(4)  Advantages of using this tool (comparison and ad-

vantages over conventional tools)
Megmilk Snow Brand uses flow expressions to 

operate control function specifications for process con-
trol.  In the past, control function specifications were 
created and then manually converted to ladder cir-
cuits using dedicated controller support tools.  This 
resulted in longer engineering times, reduced software 
quality due to conversion errors and complicated bug 
resolution during debugging.  By using this tool, the 
company has achieved flow expression equivalent to 
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